Front End Developer
Correlate is a business’ virtual energy manager. Our platform utilizes artificial intelligence to transform a
customer’s experience with energy. This role will facilitate our customer’s engagement with our platform
to transform energy from an expense into an opportunity all while reducing greenhouse gas emissions at
a massive scale!
We want fresh thinkers from high tech experience to be involved in growing Correlate. Our team members
are likely to say that their work contribution makes a difference and their thinking matters to their
teammates and to the company’s leadership. As a bonus you can work in San Diego, CA or remote. We
are building a distributed team and so anywhere in the United States is fine by us.
This role will start as Part-Time consulting contract with potential for growth to full-time. W
 e are an early
stage company and offer equity to the right candidates.
We're looking for someone who:
●

Is experienced in HTML, CSS, and Javascript for rapid prototyping

●
●

Will author, test, and deploy front end web apps using a (provided) back-end JSON/REST API
Likes to think about how to tailor a user experience

●

Can own a major aspect of product functionality from front-end development through to the user
interface

●

Can quickly create visual prototypes for user feedback, via one of: HTML/CSS, wireframes,
storyboards, user flows, or process flows to effectively communicate interaction and design ideas

We are committed to being great, and we want someone who:
●
●
●

Is seeking an impactful opportunity with a proven, results-oriented team which has sold multiple
companies.
Self-directed and capable of working in a fast paced Agile environment
Has a background of delivering superb work again and again

●

Is generally great, likes the startup environment and wants to work in the clean-tech industry.

Things that would be fantastic:
● Web Design experience,
● Comfort and experience executing all visual design stages from concept to deployment
● Up-to-date with the latest web techniques and technologies (VueJS preferred, React or
equivalent)
● Working knowledge of both desktop & mobile web app development
About Us (info@correlateinc.com)
Correlate is a Virtual Energy Manager for businesses - our platform creates, deploys and manages low-cost custom strategic energy
programs that reduce risk and increase energy savings. Today's problem is not that there aren't energy solutions; there are plenty.
The bigger problem is that commercial building owners & occupants do not have the tools, staff, knowledge and time to take action.
The Correlate platform figures out energy management for this underserved customer segment and it saves them up to 60% on their
energy bills with no up-front capital outlay. We call this energy management- as-a service (EMaaS) and by matching artificial
intelligence with the first on-demand, freelance energy expert cloud Correlate can provide our unique, performance based model at
a fraction of the cost of incumbent options.

